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Hola !

Today we want to share our first newsletter with you! You will find information
about an unique dinner in Buenos Aires with a local Argentinean family, learn
about a new Boat Trip to Española Island on Galapagos and get to know about our
new trekking product Salkantay VIP in Peru. Last but not least we are proud to
inform you about our commitment to a new sustainable tourism project “TourCert
Andina” which allows us to make further and long-lasting improvements within the
tourism value chain. 

Enjoy reading! 

Dinner with a local family - Con Gusto A Casa

Our aim is that your clients experience Argentina during their travel in the most
authentic way possible. With our dinner Con Gusto A Casa" we are living this
philosophy by inviting directly to a local home and thus giving the opportunity not
only to try and learn how to prepare Argentinean food but at the same time to learn
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more about Argentinean culture and their great sense of hospitality.

The dinner takes place in a private house in the north of Buenos Aires between
19:00 and 22:30 o´clock and as it is on the way to Tigre it is a perfect combination to
enjoy a tasty dinner on the way back to Buenos Aires. 

The night is spent in a laid-back atmosphere and starts with learning how to prepare
Empanadas, the typical snack in Argentina, and how to make the spice blend
"Chimichurri". Then it is time to taste the food, accompanied by a good glass of
wine. Enjoy! 

Then the host will prepare the meat, he explains a lot about its right preparation and
gives information about Argentinean gastronomy. While the meat is absorbing its
flavor on the BBQ, or so called "parrilla" your clients prepare the dinner table
together with the host family. Then it is time to lean back and enjoy the delicious
food, just as the Argentineans do every Sunday. As a starter one can try the
"Choripan" together with a homemade sauce and afterwards one can taste the
juicy meat together with different kinds of salads. Eventually the meal ends with the
dessert "Queso y Dulce". To have the evening come to an end your clients enjoy a
cup of coffee and are invited to learn how to prepare the biscuit "Alfajorcitos". 

With this special dinner in a private Argentinean house your clients will have the
unique chance to experience the authentic gastronomy and culture. ENJOY!!!!

New day trip to Española leaving from San Cristobal!

Today we want to present a new day trip to an uninhabited island on the
Galapagos Islands that you can book with us. We are happy to inform that you can
now book a day trip to Española Island with us – an island that was only reachable
with a cruise ship before. 

This island is the southernmost of the islands and is also one of the geologically
oldest islands of the archipelago. And because Española is one of the most isolated
islands in Galapagos, your clients can find a large number of endemic species which
makes this trip extremely unique. 

The day tour leaves in the morning to Punta Suarez where they get welcomed by



lazy sea lions and red and green marine iguanas at the landing site. On the following
walk across the island they may experience a big variety of native birds such as
Galapagos Hawks, Española Mockingbirds, Darwin´s finches, Galapagos Doves and
eventually reach the western cliffs where they can observe the nesting colonies of
blue-footed and Nazca-boobies. Continuing the walk inland towards the southern side
of the island your clients reach the famous "blowhole" where waves crash into a lava
fissure and sprays water nearly 30 meters into the air. This site is especially
interesting during April to December when huge colonies of Waved Albatross can be
found. During this period they are performing a hilarious mating dance and can been
seen nesting and flying gracefully through the air. 

In the afternoon your clients visit Gardner Bay with its beautiful white sandy beach
which is popular for both tourists and lazy sea lions. Here they may have a nap on
the beach or discover the marine underwater world while snorkeling with playful sea
lions. Afterwards they return back to San Cristobal where they can enjoy the
evening. 

As you can see, Española Island has a lot to offer and we are looking forward to
welcoming your clients soon on this special island!

Enjoy the Salkantay Trek with VIP style!

Not only the famous Inca Trail is well known in Peru but also the alternative route
Salkantay is well worth a visit. This trek is not longer known as the alternative route
to MachuPicchu but has developed to be an independent and popular product for
tourism. As we are operating the Inca Trail and the Salkantay Trail with our
own guides and equipment and are getting more and more inquiries for trekking
programs with more comfort we decided to launch a new product which we want to
present to you today: the Salkantay VIP!

The Salkantay VIP trek follows the same route as the conventional program, starting
in Challacancha (3550m), leading over the highest point the Salkantay Pass (4650m)
until finally reaching the Inca ruins of MachuPicchu. Although the route is the same,
there are some differences in the VIP version which gives the 4-day trekking a lot
more comfort:  

One of the main differences is that the tents are a lot more spacious and therefore
more comfortable. This includes that the mattresses are bigger and the tent has
room for a small bedside table and a night lamp. On top of that you will receive a
pillow and a cozy blanket instead of spending the night in a sleeping bag. Like



this your clients’ overnight stay in the tent will be much more recreative in order to
start a new day of hiking with a lot of energy.

A second big difference between the classic and VIP version is the amount of
luggage that will be transported for your clients by horses. During the VIP trek they
may bring 7kg of personal luggage  which are 2kg more than during the classic
version. This allows them to bring more personal belongings on the trek or to release
some weight from their shoulders by carrying less for themselves during the day. 

Last but not least the meals during the trail: during the 4 days on the road your
clients will enjoy their meals with high quality cutlery, seated on comfortable chairs
inside of a spacious dining tent and can enjoy a nice glass of wine during dinner.   

With these adjustments we are sure that your clients will enjoy the Salkantay Trek on
a different level! For more information feel free to contact us!

Tour Cert Andina!

From the very beginning on Latventure was committed to sustainable tourism and in
2014 we got rewarded with the "TourCert Check" label from the German expert
organization for certification and consultancy in the fields of CSR and sustainable
tourism. This label reflects our efforts to shape a long-lasting and sustainable
tourism value chain and to motivate others to do so as well. From this year on we are
working even harder on this goal and are the first Ecuadorian incoming agency
which is cooperating with the new project TourCert Andina  to implement more
sustainable principles in tourism, especially in Latin America. 

TourCert is a German non-profit company for certifications in tourism and is
counseling tourism companies. The first step into a sustainable company structure is
the "TourCert Check" label which we received in 2014 at the ITB in Berlin. This
label is a self-assessment tool which provides an overview of a company´s current
sustainability performance, such as environmental and social responsibility matters,
and furthermore implements a CSR improvement program in order to make long-
term improvement. 

With the new project "TourCert Andina" the well-known European TourCert System is
completely transferred to the Latin American countries of Ecuador and Peru. With
this step incoming agencies of these countries have the chance to participate in a



fully-fledged and more complex sustainability movement. 

This consists of individual and tailor made counseling, a diagnostically analysis in
order to check the current sustainability performance, an implementation of an
improvement program and an official sustainability report. The diagnostically
analysis includes especially the surveying and inclusion of employees and local
providers like hotels, restaurants, transport corporations and guides in order to
discover weak points and potential for improvement. With this information one can
motivate and sensibilize providers for sustainable tourism topics and thereby
generate a greater impact within the tourism value chain. Eventually the process
ends with an audit which is undertaken by an independent and extern auditor. 

With the participation in the TourCert Andina project Latventure aims to deepen its
sustainability efforts and to motivate others to participate in order to preserve
Nature, support the local economy and social projects and ensure adequate working
conditions. We are looking forward to you being a part of this movement! 

For more information check also on: www.tourcert.org
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